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DESIRED OUTCOMES

Visiting events, meeting people and exchanging 
contact has been the go to strategy for growing 
the network and thus business. Often the 
business card being misplaced or lost. Thus our 
team at Intelegain had an idea to develop the 
ReachMe Plus app.

An app which can scan, read and store contact 
information directly to the phone would address
the challenge of lost business cards. This solution
is designed to cater the need to store as well as
share own contact with a single click in expos.

Exchangingcontacts with just a QR code, 
scanning and storing business card information 
directly to phone, accessing this information at
a click, making it easier for salespeople and
entrepreneurs to connect seamlessly with
desired prospects and connects.

CHALLENGES IDEAL SOLUTION

Exchanging, Storing & Accessing
Contacts Made Easy.

Be it salespeople or entrepreneurs, exchaning contacts at an expo with
prospective clients is essential to growth of any business. While the use
of business cards within daily life may be declining, but in the industry
that requires networking, exchanging visiting cards is a standard practice
at conferences and meetings. However, keeping track fo all the contacts
is difficult.



Manage Reminder Schedules
ReachMe Plus also allows you to schedule 
reminders and makes primary and followup notes 
for the contact scanned at any expo or 
conference.

ReachMe Plus scans and identifies information
on business cards using OCR and creates a
contact on your phone. It also acts as your
personal business card and helps you to share
the information directly with your peers using a 
QR code

Message Contacts directly through
SMS/WhatsApp
ReachMe Plus has seamless integration with your 
phone’s SMS and Whatsapp. You can message the 
contacts you create directly through the App.

Scan & Store Business Card Information

Intelegain Technologies
ReachMe Plus

ReachMe Plus app helps you to manage, schedule 
reminders and organize your contacts efficiently,
specially for the one’s you meet at an event. It uses
the power of your phone’s camera to quickly scan
business cards at events and store it as a contact to
your phone.



ReachMe Plus app allows you to quickly
scan business card and create contacts on
your phone. Combined with Azure it
ensures that the app keeps performing to its
optimum and  deliver the best app
experience.

ReachMe Plus + Microsoft
Azure

Intelegain’s ReachME Plus + Microsoft
Azure + Power Automate and Dynamics
365
ReachMe Plus app uses the power of Microsoft Azure and Power Automate to deliver
seamless app user experience. Microsoft Azure ensures maximum uptime and Poweer
automate ensures that your infrastructure costs are less. A collaborated solution of
ReachMe Plus with Microsoft ensures that all data is secured and available to you 
anywhere, anytime. ReachMe Plus + Power

Automate
ReachMe Plus leveraged Power Automate 
extensively to offer business process and 
workflow automation using serverless 
technology stack keeping infrastructure costs as 
bare minimum.



Customer success:
Gurmeet Singh, ESC

“ReachMe Plus allowed us to quickly create badges at our event for all our 
exhibitors and visitors. This just removed the need to carry visiting cards
at the event and then didn’t had to worry about losing them…”
Gurmeet Singh, ESC



Try out the app now. 
Download Today!

Download on App Store
Download on Play Store
Ask a question via email: reachmeapp@Intelegain.com
Learn more: reachme.mobi
Link to your Microsoft Commercial Marketplace offer

https://apps.apple.com/app/6446083660
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.intelegain.reachme.vcard
mailto:reachmeapp@Intelegain.com
https://reachme.mobi/
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